
 
 
 

  

1st  Youth Conference on ASEAN & ITALY - Partnership 
for Development  

 
WHO WE ARE 

The nonprofit organization “Global Action” was established in 2016 in Rome by a group              

of four people coming from different professional fields. Global Action develops           

international programs for young people in the field of diplomacy and completely for             

free, with the aim to build bridges between different cultures. We have the support and               

official patronage of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Italy, 70+ Embassies/UN Missions             

in Rome and international organizations like the World Food Programme of the United             

Nations (WFP), IILA and FAO. This is proof that the association embodies the perfect              

partner for any educational project involving students and diplomacy but also a partner             

with the organizational capacity of an event organizer for thousands of participants and             

high-profile partners. 

THE PROJECT 
In September 2020, during the 53rd Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Member              

Countries of ASEAN, Italy officially received the status of ASEAN Development Partner.  

Global Action wants to welcome and celebrate such an important acknowledgement by            

organizing an online Youth Conference involving the Italian and ASEAN students,           

ASEAN Embassies Rome-based and Governments and the Italian Ministry of          

Foreign Affairs.  
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The young delegates will deal with key topics common to both ASEAN and Italy,              

developing innovative and pioneering policy proposals. Students will draft their          

conclusions on the proposed topics in a Final Communiqué which will be presented to              

the ASEAN Embassies and the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  

WHEN 

The Conference will take place in a two-day online event from April 7th to 8th 2021.                

The students will be trained on the Conference topics, by selected experts, through a              

4-week series of meetings before the Conference, in March. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Giving young generations the opportunity to deepen their knowledge on          

ASEAN-Italy relations, their objectives of cooperation and priorities; 

2. Creating new connections aimed at sharing informed knowledge and involving          

students in the field of international relations; 

3. Sharing the values of Diplomacy, Cooperation and Multicultural Dialogue among          

people from different countries; 

4. Developing concrete international strategies and shared policies proposals in         

different fields; 

5. Giving students a unique intercultural experience within the diplomatic world; 

6. Improving students’ public speaking, negotiation skills, and critical thinking. 

 

PARTICIPANTS 

Will participate 40 delegates from Italy and 40 from ASEAN Countries.  

 

Global Action Staff will chair the Conference and give active support to the young              

delegates during the preparation phase and drafting the Final Communiqué.  
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TOPICS 

● Health & Covid-19 Response; 

● Education & Innovation; 

● Ensure Sustainability and Resilient Futures. 

 

THE ROLE OF THE SELECTED DELEGATE 

As young delegate you will represent the youth of your country and you will have to:  

● participate in the preparatory meetings held by selected international experts          

before the conference; 

● develop specific policy proposals on the areas mentioned above, in cooperation with            

the other delegates from ASEAN countries and from Italy; 

● create policy proposals that will strengthen and enlarge the cooperation between           

Italy and ASEAN for young people;  

● set a short final document with your working group proposals to be shared with              

Italian institutions and ASEAN institutions. 

 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ASEAN AND ITALIAN STUDENTS 
● Be enrolled in a high school or secondary institute of education in ASEAN Countries              

or in Italy; 

● Nationality of one of the ASEAN countries or Italian nationality/ 

● born in Italy; 

● Fluency in English (at least B1 level); 

● Strong interest for international relations and international cooperation, with a          

particular focus on ASEAN issues; 

● Strong capacities of leadership and the ability to work in team; 
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● Be able to participate to all the preparatory meetings and to the conference; 

● Be proactive and highly motivated in order to develop a good change for the youth               

you are going to represent.  

 

APPLICATION FORM  

● Deadline: February 7th 2021 

● Link: https://form.jotform.com/globalaction/asean-italy-youth-conference 

● For any further question: info@diplomacyeducation.org  

● Website: https://diplomacyeducation.org/it/asean-italy-youth-conference/  
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